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Series: James
Sermon: James, Chapter 2

James 2:1-4, 8-9, 14-17
My brothers and sisters, believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ must not show favoritism. Suppose a man
comes into your meeting wearing a gold ring and fine clothes, and a poor man in filthy old clothes also comes
in.  If you show special attention to the man wearing fine clothes and say, “Here’s a good seat for you,” but say
to the poor man, “You stand there” or “Sit on the floor by my feet,” have you not discriminated among
yourselves and become judges with evil thoughts?

If you really keep the royal law found in Scripture, “Love your neighbor as yourself,” you are doing right.  But if
you show favoritism, you sin and are convicted by the law as lawbreakers. 

What good is it, my brothers and sisters, if someone claims to have faith but has no deeds? Can such faith save
them?  Suppose a brother or a sister is without clothes and daily food.  If one of you says to them, “Go in peace;
keep warm and well fed,” but does nothing about their physical needs, what good is it?  In the same way, faith
by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead.

Sermon:
Consider for a moment, a mere penny.  Lincoln’s one-cent coin made its initial appearance in 1909, 106 years
ago.  It marked a radical departure from the accepted styling of United States coins, introducing as it did for the
first time a portrait coin in the regular series.   Nobody’s head was on a coin in our currency.  A strong feeling
had prevailed against using portraits on our coins, but public sentiment stemming from the 100th anniversary
celebration of Abraham Lincoln's birth proved stronger than the long-standing prejudice. The only person
invited to participate in the formulation of the new design was Victor David Brenner. President Theodore
Roosevelt was so impressed with the talents of this outstanding sculptor that Brenner was singled out to make
the plaque of Lincoln.  If you look closely, you can see his initials can be found in minute form on the rim, just
under the shoulder of Lincoln.  The other side first had two strands of wheat, we call them, no surprise, wheat
pennies.  In 1959, the 150  anniversary of Lincoln’s birth, they changed the back to the Lincoln Memorial.  Thatth

design was by Frank Gasparro, and you can see his initials on the right side of the monument, down by the
bushes.  Now, at the 200  anniversary of Lincoln’s birth, we have new designs by a mint that is increasinglyth

tinkering with the designs of our money.   But the penny is still worth only one cent.  On measly penny.  It takes
several thousand of these to fill up your car with gas.  And some people would like us to get rid of the penny,
they’re not worth worrying about anymore.   A penny in 1950 is roughly about a dime today.  How many of you
have seen a penny on the ground and picked it up?  How many of you have seen a penny on the ground and let it
lie - it’s not worth the bother to stop and pick it up?  Many of the same people!  I did the math on this, if your
job was to pick up pennies, and the pennies were all laid out at several feet incriments from each other in a long
line, you would earn minimum wage - which couldn’t pay for your back surgery you would need by day 3.  Not
much value at all.

As Americans, we are great at putting value on things.  We are shopoholics.  We know what is worth what. 
Even our game shows teach of value.  The Price is “Right”.  But as I was going through the Safeway checkout
the other day, I caught myself reading some of the magazines placed for your reading pleasure and I began to
wonder, why do I care about most of this stuff?  Is this what I value?  Why should I care about these people,
beyond their intrinsic value as people?    The answer is today we live in the age of celebrity. On television we
have celebrity dance contests and reality shows with celebrities. Even perfumes and lines of clothing are named



after celebrities. Without celebrities the style sections of our daily newspapers would disappear. We have
elaborate celebrity-creating machinery in People Magazine, Us Weekly, Entertainment Tonight, etc. The
ultimate celebrities don’t even need a last name: Shaq, Oprah, O.J., J-lo, Britney, Biance, Try this: I’ll just give
you the first name, and you fill in the last name - these are the folk on our tabloids this week:  Brad ______,
George _________, Kim __________, Bruce _________, we can go on and on, can’t we!  Hollywood has its
stars, its superstars and, of course, the highest of all is to be an ““icon.”” You may know an icon is an image of
Jesus or Mary that is used in the worship of the Eastern orthodox church. There are certain people today we
elevate to the level of human deities. As they fulfill our fantasies they receive the worship of millions.
 
Again this week, James hits us where we live. Last week we looked at how we are supposed to be people of
integrity, people who don’t change due to our environment.  Today he is our biting social critic who takes on the
culture of celebrity. What if a famous person walked into our church this morning, or a wealthy person of
prominence, and at exactly the same moment arriving on our steps is a poor or plain person? And both are first
time visitors unfamiliar with the proceedings and need help getting situated in the service. Mr. or Ms. Celebrity
is dressed to the nines and wears a gold ring. The poor person wears clothes that are ““shabby.”” When James
uses the word Favoritism, he is putting two Greek words together.  Face, and Lift.  For whom do we lift our
face?   Whom do we notice?  Years ago I knew of a  pastor in Chicago who served at the church where Michael
Jordan attended worship. This was back when Jordan was in the heigth of his glory.  Only Michael Jordan’s
practice of attending church was very short lived because when he showed up, nobody worshiped. And Michael
couldn’t worship.  Michael would walk in and instantly all the pastor saw was the back of a thousand heads.
After a few experiences like that Michael went away and never came back.  And I heard it said like this - It does
not matter who walks into our worship service - someone greater is already here.  Had James been preaching on
one of those Sundays he would have brought the fire of God down upon that congregation. He might have said,
“Folks you might as well have stayed at home; your hearts are so far from the worship of God.” It doesn’t matter
who walks into our worship service someone greater is already here. We are now in the presence of our Lord
Jesus Christ. Hear again verse one: “My brothers, as believers in our glorious Lord Jesus Christ, don’t show
favoritism.”

Now this is not to say we aren’t to draw distinctions among people, but the values of our  world in doing so are
so empty and shallow. I love the story of the Chicago bank that once asked for a letter of recommendation on a
young Bostonian being considered for employment. The Boston investment house could not say enough about
the young man. His father, they wrote, was a Cabot; his mother was a Lowed. Further back was a happy blend of
Saltonstalls, Peabodys, and other of Bostonian first families. The letter concluded, “We recommend him without
hesitation.” The Chicago bank sent a letter back saying the information supplied was inadequate. It read: “We
are not contemplating using the young man for breeding purposes.  Just for work.”

Discrimination is alive and well according to how we look   Today, of course, it’s considered un-cool to
discriminate by race or by economic factors. But you know where discrimination is alive and well? According to
how we look. Oh, to be among the beautiful people!  We went to Sunriver last week.  I could hear the alarms
going off thoughout the park as we drove in, Rifraff, rifraff.  So many in shape people!

Here’s an example from a church!  There was a large church with a successful television ministry.  A volunteer
said his job was to usher people to their seats, and that after he had been on the job for a while, he was asked to
put some of the more “pleasant looking people” on the front rows as these people were more likely to be caught
in the picture when the camera pulled down on the audience.  The second chapter of the book of James tells us
specifically not to take a wealthy person and seat him in a place of honor and leave a poor person in the back. I
have a feeling that James would be slightly upset if the church valued, favored more people than others.  At least
here, when the camera pans on someone, you’re all good looking people.

There are times, however, where favoritism is to be expected.  When it’s OK to favor one over the other. 



Generally speaking, I feed my kids.  I feed them a lot more than I feed other people’s kids.  I kiss my wife.  I
kiss her more than I kiss any other women.  100% more.  I show her favoritism.  I favor the Huskers over any
other team - it’s not right, I know.  I favor my church over any other church. When my boss tells me to do
something, I am more apt to favor her direction more than if someone on the street told me to do something.  I
favor people who treat me nice over people who are just plain jerks.  Don’t you?  Aren’t there people at work
who you like to hang around and people whom you do not like to be around because of their personality? 
Because of their character?   But these are relational and responsibilities forms of favoritism, and not what
James had in mind.

The nasty side of favoritism comes when we place value on people based on worldly values and not on the value
that God places on people.  When the value I place on people is priced in their looks, their resources, their car,
their language, where they went to school.  That’s when James gets mad.  And rightly so.  If I give more of my
pastoral time to those who donate more in the offering than those who cannot do so.  If a teacher favors a kid
because of their family name than the other kids.  If the City of Portland uses eminent domain to close some
businesses to favor another private business.  Favoritism run amok is when we favor the outside value over the
intrinsic value.  Let me tell you the truth.  The intrinsic value of the homeless man is more than what we see. 
Christ died for him.  God valued him more than his son.  The intrinsic value of Bill Gates or Warren Buffet is
more than what we see.  They are worth more than their balance sheets.  Christ died for them.  If we believe that
some people are worth more, intrinsically than others, we frustrate God’s value system.  If we believe that we
are worth more, intrinsically than others, we become Pharisee’s and put God’s love on a point-basis.  We show
favoritism when we believe someone’s value is based on the imprint, not on the inner value.  Let’s take a look at
the penny one last time.  It says it right on the back.  One Cent.  That’s what it says on the outside.  But if you
took the value of the metal that it took to make that penny, it is worth more than that.  Like a penny and a half. 
Their true worth is more than their stated worth.  YOU ARE WORTH MORE THAN YOU BELIEVE. 
Likewise, you and Bill Gates are worth more than what either of your checkbooks could ever show.  When we
value people the way God values people, we escape the danger of showing favoritism.  And when we forget our
own worth and value in God’s eyes, please remember that you are worth more than anything on God’s green
earth.  And the people of God said, Amen.


